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A Year of Challenges and Change
A message from the Director of Ministry Essentials

When you think about it, writing missionary letters is a challenge . 
The Missionary (Global Worker) wants to, needs to, communicate 
with their supporters . They should . Churches and individuals want 
to know how their investment is going . Supporters want to read 
stories and somehow vicariously experience what their Global 
Worker experiences—because they care . Those “on the mission 
field” matter to those who sent them. 

However,  how does a worker condense the thrill of the trek and the 
humbling nature of encountering Jesus already at work in a village, 
family, or individual into a social media sound bite? I think global 
workers need to become better storytellers, for sure, but there is an 
exciting story to tell when one discovers God as the main character 
at the center of every story . 

2020’s stories will most likely be about feeling helpless, being cooped up, and discouraged . I’m sure 
you’ve even heard stories of families disconnected, unable to attend funerals or weddings due to the 
pandemic. Maybe you’ve even heard words like “pivot” as global workers and agencies have worked 
to re-envision how to do what they were sent to do amid restrictions and limitations . 

This year has been a wild one, hasn’t it? Missions 
has changed, and global workers along with it . For 
our part, we’ve taken on opportunities to begin 
resourcing leaders digitally, which is broadening our 
scope . Since face to face contact has been limited, 
we’ve upped our game to provide access online . 
Consequently, there was a minimal dip in our contact 
hours with people from last year, and we’ve been 
able to reach even more churches and agencies than 
prior years . 

In this year’s annual report, we are excited to tell 
about what God is up to in our part of the story . This 
story is full of intrigue, challenges, overcoming the 
odds, wonder, and love . We’ve seen God at work 
in ways we couldn’t imagine, and we’ve not only 
experienced His deep abiding love, but we’ve been 
able to pour that love into many with your help . For 
you, we are grateful .

Thank you for partnering with us in this grand story of God’s love .

Because He Is Near, 
David Shepherd

This year has been 
a wild one, hasn’t it? 

Missions has changed, 
and global workers 

along with it.
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Ministry Essentials You Can Count On
Essential support for the whole global worker...  
‘til Christ is formed in them.
By Jeanni Shepherd, Developing Director

In these days of ever-changing information, we want to be crystal clear about who we are, why we 
exist, and what you can count on from Ministry Essentials as your arm of support to global workers .

As children of ministry parents, David and I witnessed first-hand how relational disconnection and 
depletion affected the whole life of a global worker. We saw how easy it is for workers to be so caught 
in their work for God, they lose sight of their lives in God . The result? Workers become disconnected 
from God, the people they serve, and their own hearts . Energy moves towards surviving rather than 
loving and, before you know it, the Gospel message is obscured . Depletion follows soon after .

This is the reason Ministry Essentials exists.
We cultivate spiritual communities which revitalize the worker…
reconnecting them to God, each other, and those they serve . The 
Gospel is then validated when global workers demonstrate Christ-
love by sacrificially caring for one another and their communities.

In these days when the top two reasons global workers prematurely 
leave the field include a lack of organizational support and relational 
conflict, the essential support of presence, intentional conversations, 
and encouragement become more relevant than ever .

This essential support of presence, intentional conversations, and encouragement are seen when 
we…

 ● Join a worker’s journey

 ● Challenge their assumptions about God and life, and

 ● Ignite hope through a deeper experience of Christ

This kind of connection cannot happen in isolation . But rather, when we cultivate vital, spiritual 
communities we revitalize the worker so that the Gospel is validated by 
the way workers live with each other as they show Jesus to the world .

That is essential support for the whole global worker and the cause to 
which we are giving our lives .

This is the vision you support and to which you are giving your time, gifts, 
and prayers .

How glad we are that we’re in this together, ’til Christ is formed in all of us .
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2020, The Year We Learned to “Pivot”
First, we didn’t believe it could happen . Then we thought it wouldn’t last . Then there was this slow-
motion scramble when the realization hit that life had just changed drastically for the foreseeable 
future .

So, our Ministry Essentials staff learned to “pivot.” We got creative, innovative and tried things we 
didn’t think would work . But many of those initiatives did work, and a new way of living, learning and 
relating came to stay .

For Ministry Essentials, pivoting looked like this:
Digital Expansion – Stimulating community in Asia
The Lord paved the way for this new movement . Having updated the 
website the year before, we were all set to expand! From prayer initiatives 
to retreat days each month, new resources to cultivate community and 
revitalize workers went all over the globe . Listen to how one global worker in 
the Philippines used the day retreats:

“I just want to thank you for the 30-Days Joining Together reflections. 
It makes me stop and feel what’s inside my heart. I’m also sharing it 
to our team through our group chat and I’m so encouraged with their 
answers. These reflections help us connect with one another, share 
each other’s thoughts on how God is moving in our midst in light of 
this virus that is spreading.”

New Horizons – Africa!
With great joy we accepted our first family serving in Nairobi, Kenya! 
Running a home similar in size and scope to the Garden House in Budapest, 
we’re excited to see how Ministry Essentials will be essential support to 
workers serving in East Africa . They recently shared this with us:

“When the pandemic hit, many foreign workers left. Someone had 
to pick up the pieces with national ministries. We raided our pantries 
and closets to provide for national pastors and workers left without 
adequate provisions. This month we stopped counting at 100 
workers.”

Joining the Zoom Culture
The pandemic closed borders and restricted gatherings and our Zoom hours 
shot up! What a privilege to offer spiritual direction, counseling, mentoring, 
educational assessments, encouragement…in a word…presence and 
intentional conversations to global workers literally everywhere . 
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Your Giving At Work...
In 2020, MEI staff were able to

JOIN an average of 234 Global Workers a month in 63 countries 
 serving with more than 180 Churches & Agencies to

CHALLENGE their assumptions about life and God, and

IGNITE a deeper hope in Him .

The countries in green are where global workers were served by MEI this past year .

Revenue            $1,369,730

Expenses
  Operations                           $80,222    Accounting, Administration, Special Projects, Web Services

Programs    $1,102,381 Ministry Expenses, Salaries & Benefits

Fundraising               $22,020 Donor Services, Supplies, Postage

Difference            $165,067

2020 Financial Overview

Ministry Essentials Int’l believes in financial integrity and is now officially accredited by the ECFA.
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The impact of your giving is displayed in the lives of global workers who are more 
connected to God, to others, and to the world. Here are a few of their stories...

Thank you for the blessing of our time together . I needed to seek the Lord in an atmosphere of 
freedom and rest . This last season in India stripped me of energy, focus and perspective . When I 
showed up at your door, I couldn’t even articulate what I needed . Thank you for patiently walking me 
through my story and helping me to see where God was at work . I’ve gotten a clearer picture of who 
Jesus is by watching you .

—GLOBAL WORKER, INDIA

Serving in Central Asia for over two years had already taken a toll on our resilience and emotional 
reserves, and then we found ourselves in the midst of violent attacks and the loss of life on our team . 
By God’s grace we found MEI and received the care we needed to be able to return to the field and 
serve out our term. MEI’s care is critical for the longevity of those working in the most difficult places in 
the world! 

—MEDICAL WORKERS, CENTRAL ASIA

We first reached out to MEI when we were walking through a difficult season of disappointment and 
transition. The kindness and care we received was incredible! MEI staff have this unique ability to 
provide exceptional counseling, while also combining spiritual formation and pastoral wisdom . As a 
result of our time with MEI, we were able to navigate the transition and pain and emerge more healthy 
and whole . They exude the life and light of Christ and draw others toward the same .

—LEADERSHIP DEVELOPERS, HUNGARY

I was spiritually numb and emotionally shut down . I hated my spouse and myself . And certainly hated 
the ministry . We were days away from going back to the States for good . MEI stepped in and provided 
the urgent intervention we desperately needed in order to heal . We have experienced restoration in our 
marriage, our family, and our ministry .  3 years later, we are more deeply in love with Christ than we 
could have ever imagined .

—DISCIPLE-MAKERS, THE BALKANS
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What’s Coming Next for 
Ministry Essentials in 2021!
“Attentively Expanding” describes our movement in 2021 .  Paying close 
attention to God’s leading in our objectives, we are acting to:

Establish a strong organizational ethos & structure
Keeping pace with our staff growth (15% this past 18 months), we 
are . . .

 ● Updating internal best practice policies for the support we offer workers – keeps our work 
moving toward excellence!

 ● Maintaining our updated privacy policies to protect those we serve

 ● Cultivating small group communities among our MEI staff — community starts at home!

 ● Launching our new MEI Origins course for current and new staff clarity about our identity, 
purpose and vision

 ● Welcoming new staff to our much-loved Staff Gathering

Release workers into strategic locations
 ● Design the ministry scope of our new Nairobi initiative – how fun 

is that!

 ● Discover location specifics for new counseling ministry in Asia – 
Indonesia?

 ● Develop the vision and strategy for essential support in Tirana, 
Albania

Create missional communities wherever we are
 ● We are uber excited about our new digital online communities 

launching later this year! Details coming to your inbox soon!

Cultivate solid mission partners organizationally, 
financially and formationally

 ● Launch a caregivers network for Eastern Europe

 ● Offer partnerships to sending churches and mission 
organizations for ongoing worker support

 ● Seek different methods of funding to keep pace with our growth 
and new project needs

 ● Stay current with spiritual formation retreats, resources and 
courses - for our use and others as well!
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Board:
Karen Fenz
Mark Forstrom
Annette Haskins
Dr . David Shepherd
Jeanni Shepherd

Staff:
Todd & Liana Corbin
Scott & Jayne Cuidon
Chris & Debbie Gibson
Jez & Jacqui Heasman
Wendy L
Cormack & Sarah McKinney
Jeff & Karen Merry
Greg & Rebecca Moser (NEW)

Joanna Robbins
Dave & Jeanni Shepherd
Zach & Noelle Slagel
Jeanie Stirling
Brad & Joyce Trottman
James & Melody Wartian

Associate Staff:
Eric & Staci Frey
Tom & Robin Miyakawa
Trip & Judy Moore

Volunteers: 
We appreciate the numerous 
hours many of you have given 
that have helped us with editing, 
administration, scheduling, cooking, 
gardening, and listening .

Thank you…
Thank you for your support in 2020 . It was absolutely essential in allowing us to cultivate 
spiritual communities around the globe .  As a result, an average of 234 Global Workers 
a month in 63 countries were revitalized in their ministries which allowed the Gospel 
message to shine more clearly and winsomely through them to the watching, waiting 
world . 

To Ministry Essentials Board, Staff and Volunteers, thank you for demonstrating the love 
of Christ through hours of effort, vision and energy so that the Gospel will be seen around 
the world .  We appreciate you!



Contact Us:
MInistry Essentials 
PO Box 4947 
Wheaton, IL 60189-4947 USA

Call: +1 (630) 580-5639

info@meintl .org

www .meintl .org


